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Abstract frequency response is given'
This paper introduces a new scheme for the identification of . 1
multivariate behavioral macromodels from tabulated frequency-
domnain data. The mnethod produces closed-formi paramnetric ex- for different frequencies a -) and paramieter values A Al.
pressions that reproduce with excellernt accuracy the external TIhese data can) be [Ie outcorne of independent measurernents orport: behavior of the structure, both as functiorn of frequency full-wave simulations performed for fixed values A= A of the
and one or miore external parrneters. TIhte niumnerical robustness parameter within the range [A, A].
of the main algorithm is demonstrated on two significant exam- The first step in the identification of a parametric model
ples. E:JWHj, A) from (1) is the definition of its functional form. It
turns out that the choice of a direct pararneterization of poles
anid residues is not appropriate, due to the highly non-smooth
Model-based design is a standard practice in many different beIavior of thie poles with respect to the parameter A. A suit-
application areas. From initial conlcept to product finalization, able formulation for parametric mriodels was proposed in I 1,
various modeling steps take place, in order to choose the best based on the following general property of lumped electrical
candidate for prototype construction, testing, anid tinial produc- networks [2].
tion. 'his is particularly true irl the design of electrical inter-
connriect structuLres, where system complexity calls for a fully Theoirem 1. Let A be the value ofa resistor, inductor or capac-
automated design and optimization workflow. itor in an arbitrary lumrped circuit. T7hen, any network transfer
Even for simple interconnect stiuctures, many free variables Jutnction, including Z, Y, andlS representations. can be written
must be determined in order to optimize the system perfor- as a ratio of polynomials
maance. Examples can be geometrical parameters such as in- E (Q + Q A)s'
terconnect width and spacing or substrace height, or material 11(S A) Z (9w0 -i- (2)
parameters such as conductivity or perrnittivity. 'Tlle particu- ZnoI (2)
lar combination of such parameters leading to best syst:emn p- where numerator and denominator coefficients are lineear in A.
forrnance is usually determrinred through lenghty optirmization
runs, often resorting to full-wave electromagnetic tools for tle This closed-form is valid independently on the system order
computation of the electrical response for any given parameter and complexity. Moreover, the coefficients are linear in A, i.e.,
configuration. they have the smoothest and simplest dependence on the param-
This paper proposes a technique for the identification of mul- eter. In principle, this representation does riot hold for generic
tivariate macromodels. These can reproduce with excellent ac- parareters such as geornetrical and miaterial properties of in-
curacy t.he responise of a structure as a function of both fre- terconnrects or passive cornponents. However, its generalization
quency and external parameters within a prescriblied range. Only to higher order polynomiiials is expected to provide an excellent
a limriited numiiber of tabulated frequency responses at discrele uniform approximation whenever the frequency response has
parameters values is needed for the indentification of the para- a smooth dependence on the parameters. The adopted model
metric macromodel. A simple closed-form interpolation rule representation is therefore
is then applied to recover the model response for any arbi-
trary pafameters configuration. Since the model representation E, (Qno + (),,,A + . Qn,l-n Sn
is rational in the frequency-domain, a parameterized SPICE- qsA-Z(Qrn -1 QrnA . .q .,,A"'1)3
compatible model synthesis is possible. thus enabliing fast opti-
mnization runis anid what-if analyses in a CAT) environmenlt. This
A ) (3)
paper buils on prelimrinary results documriernted in [I ]. 'Iwo mria- n,m q051w?r(s,A)
jor imnprovemnents are introduced, leadinig to robust anid eflicient xhere ?/n (s A) A s' denote the basis functions used in
numericl schmesnum lt.lll.ricalchemes. lllt r.theexpansion of numerator and denominator.
Parametric formulation of electrical macromodels M[odel identification from tabulated data
We consider a linear system with a frequency response 'IThis section proposes a numierical procedure for the esti-
H(JW, A) which is also function of a design parameter A. For mriatiorm of coefficienits Qr,,0, and q0,Xr, so that: the pararrmetric
the sake of simplicity, we focus on a scalar response with a sin- 'The ninimum and maxiiiunu values of a quantity n are denoted, respec-
gle pararmeter, although the technmique is general arid applicable tively, as nT and ?,; sums are wrintten as ?,, with the index varying from 0 np
to the multivariate multiport case Il. A se t of samples of die to ra.
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model (3) accurately fits the given samples (1). The objective is Frequerncy Parameter Conditionr ninLurber
to minimize the data to model error defined as Polyniomoial Polyniomial 6.9 x ]ol
RatiolIal Polyniomial 5.3 x 1W5
2 1^ .A II Rational Chebychev 1.3 x 105'iS E w:f t Wh;Al, )-i: lk * (4)
k 1l Table 1: Condition numriber of first SK iteration for poly-
The nlumerical minimization of £ is a very challenging task. for nomial (3), rational-polynomial [1] and proposed rational-
two main reasons. First, the presence of the unknowns q Y ( b
at denominator of (3) makes the minimization problem nonlin-
ear. 'I'herefore, a direct numnerical solution is inefficient and
possibly affected by the local minrimria issue. Second, the pos- unkniowni denomniniator is replaced by its knowii estimate pro-
sibly high-order powers of s and A in (3) may lead to strong vided by previous iteration i -I
ill-conditioning, thus preventino the converoence of the numer- )
ical computations. Our proposed solution to these problems is MZl r rn -M l].i11jI B,iCpo,Al)
now illustrated. Ei = (i r) (9)
For the non-parametric case both issues are effectively ad- k1 1 Z. ,1 r?rn 0r, (i-r . Al)
dressed by the well-known Vector Fitting (VF) algorithm [3] ,e ieav. (ce it)I'he iterativescheme is setup with r I a~~nd rnmA direct extension of VF to tthe problemi under considerationi (3 'va ii 0 It ca belu hwtha the ung l
..0 'V'rn . rm > 0. It can be shown that the resulting lineardoes rnol appear t.o be feasible. sitice lt woLuld imrply ani explicit least squares problem is unbiased and asymptotically equiva-parainieterizationi of the poles, which*we want to avoid. A pos lent to ((,). Standard and robust numerical techniques are avail-
sible alternative is based on a generalization to the parametric a f
case of the Sanathanan-Koerner (SK) iteration [4], as suggested ach areolindin'able 1, whi reportsth co i
'
L
. proachiare outlinled iln'lble l, whiiclireports the condit.ion nrntr-in [l]. -This paper introdtices several ii-provemenits, allowi(}-in [1] Ts p iru se iber of the first SK iteration for different choices of basis func-for better accuracy and robustness. tions. Good numrierical performance is insured when the condi-
We first consider the ill-conditioning problems arising fromtion1 iniber is as small as possible, condition fulfilled by tie
the polyiiornial nature of (3). Ibhis problemri canl be eftectively proposed technique.
solved by choosing a different set of basis functions. 'Iherefore,
we rewrite (3) as Normalization of the model coefficients
A close inspection of (9) reveals that the SK iteration ad-
Hc(s,) N(sA) Zr.,,,Rr,rnr(,A) (5) omits the trivial solutioni R;,,),, 1riln O.V 0, Vn, m Therefore,D(s; A) Zl, r, a n (.t A) some non-triviality constraint must be added. It tturns out that
the specific choice of this constraint has a dramatic influence
where the new basis functions are detin:ed as first. order rational on the quality of the results. Thne simplistic solution of fixing
functions of frequency one of the model coefficients, e.g. roo 1 as used in [1], may
slow down or even prevent. the convergence of tihe SK iteration.
r)rrr,s A) ), forn ° (6) In diis paper, we propose a better norrnalization scherne that
TL' (A) (s - a,,) for n 0 guarantees improved performance both in terms of accuracy
and convergence speed. This normalization is inspired to the
where A A relaxed normalization developed for VF [5]. It is established by
Tr (A) (.2 - 1 (7) adding to the least squares problem for the minimization of (9)\ A - A J the constraint
is the rn-th order Chebychev polynomial applied to the rescaled r (7.) , - A
parameter A, and where the poles an, are fixed. Such poles a,, ER s,,, 1 )X1 0(n (1(t)
can be iinearly distributed over the bandwidth l),, u spanned k k 0nrn '1}
by (1), mas in routine VF iapplicaioijns. A beitter solut.ion is ob- This constraint is enforced in least squares sense and guaranteestanied by applying standard Vt to the systemn frequency re- tL
sponse for a fixed value of A. We adopt this secorid choice, a non-vanishing eighted average of the coefficients rM,, thus
since it enhances the convergence speed of the overall fitting making (5) well-defined at all iterations.
process. Uniform stability of parametric models
Substituting (5) into (4), we get Stability is a fundamental property for macromodels, requir-
k
ing all model poles Pn to be in the left half plane. For paramet-
Zn1E1,rl.,[Rn rr- rnHklI] n, (ijk A l)i-c models like (5), uniform stability within the entire parameter
kl= Zr,?t tl l ,,¢Q,mlkA1) (8) ranige inplies
]Re [iPn (A)[j < 0 VA E= [A,~Al (II)whichl is still nonliniear in t.he unknownis r,Ir,,.'he SK itera-
tion [4] provides a way to liniearize the error minimization prob- Since poles are only indirectly evaluated fromn (5), checking and
lem. In essence, (8) is solved iteratively. At each iteration i, the enforcinig (11) is a difficullt task.
A direct test of (11) can be performed only with a br-ute force MICROSTRIP X
approach, by gridding the interval [A; A] at many points and (port 1)
checking (11) at each location. Although being simple, this GND
VIA HOLE ~~~~GNDsolution is not optimnal. since it mnay be unable to detect stabil-
ity violationis localized in a very small subiiiterval of ]A, Al. Or,.
it fmay be time consunming, if t.he nu1mber of grid points or pa- GND
raineters is large. I'herefore, better mathematical conditionis for STRIPLINE
ulniform stability are highly desirable, to test stability and more ST (port 2)
importantly to develop new fitting algorithms with an automatic LX M
stability enforcement. These conditions are presented below. GND
We start by writing the denominator D)(s, A) of (5) as
D(s A) ro(A) c(A) (sl -A) 1b (12)
where
Figure 1. Backdrilled via cross section.
rT(A) :::: ^zr,,,.rP 1(A\) b [:1, 1] (13)
c(A) JrI(A), ,rr(A)l A diag'a,) (14)
The scattering parameters of the via were obtainled using
The poles p, (A) of (5) are the roots of D(s, A), since the °n an EM solver, Several stub heights h, 0, 200, 400, 478,
defining the basis functions cancel out. A direct calculation 606, 716 pim were considered, including both ftull length (h
shows that p, (A) can be obtained as the eigenvalues of 7161pm) and completely backdrilled (h, 0pmn) stub. The
cparametric SK iteration was applied to compute the niacro-A(A) [r ((A)A - bc(A)] 'r IA) (5) mriodel. First, the mriodel was norfmalized by setting r1c I
]Therefore, uniformn stability is guaranteed if and only if A(A) in (5). UnLfortunLately, this comnpromnised the model ideintifica-
tias all eigenvalues in aie tefl half plane, i.e. is a stable mnatrix. tion, either because of convergence failure or low accuracy. In-
Somrie results are available for checking the stability of pa- stead, using the proposed algorithm with normalization (10),
raineter dependerLt iiatrices. For the case of degree cm < vwe obtained an accurate macromodel with order n 14 and
we have that the stability of A(A) can be conveniently verified degree m 3. Thlle mnodel was cornputed ini 2.5 minutes oin a
through linear matrix inequalities (LMI), as stated by the fol- laptop with a 1.83 GHz processor.
lowing theorem [6]. Io validate the model quality in the whole parameter range,
additional frequency responses were computted for tIhe new pa-
Theoremn2. IfroKA) i not ianlislting2 in AA],A(A)i5s table rarneter values h 1007 300. 418, 496 pmr. The mriodeljbr all A E [A, A] if a sviTmetric and positive definite matrix t responses at these values vere computed by evaluating the
e.xists sueh that closed-form expression (5). Figure 2 shows a model vs data
AT(A)P PA(A) < 0, AT,A)P I PA'A) < 0. (16) comparison for all (reterence and validation) values of h, show-ing a very good agreement with a iiiaximnuiii deviation of
Therefore, (5) is stable if a positive definite solution for (16) 2.2 x 10 2. Although stability is not guaranteed by the SK
exists, as can be numerically verified using convex optimiza- algorithrni. the computed niodel is stable.
tion techniques. Moreover, Theorem 2 states important condi- As a second test case. we consider a 2-turns integrated spi-
tions that will be exploited in our future works to enforce model ral inductor (courtesy of MSDT Consortiu,n7 Georgia Iech).
stability by construcliori. The trace width w and the substrate dielectric constant E,
'1ihe case of cm > I is mnore comriplicated, since results like were considered as parameters. The S1 of the indtuctor was
lh. 2 iinvolvin:g onily the extremnes o0 the paramiieter range cannot colrmputed with a full-wave solver from 0.1 up to 15 (Ihlz for
exist [71. Stability conditions for this case, like those reported wv 3, 4, 5. 6, 7 mils and -- 30. 35, 40. All available data
in [6], will be subject of future investigations. were used to fit the parametric mnodel, except for the responises
Application examples corresponding to ow 4, 6 iimils arid ., 35, reserved for val-idationi purposes. In Fig. 3, the responise of a mnodel (order 6.
'[he t-irst application example concerns a via with stub, de-
picted in Fig. 1, connecting7 a microstrip line and a stripline in a degree 2 with respect to w and 1 wvith respect to £r) is comparedted1n Flg e 1ng crost t n t m to the raw data A very good match can be observed, since the
multilayer PCB. When the via is created, the inetallization runs maximum modeling error is only 4 x 10 3 (0.4%). Also in thisfroir top to bottom. The bottom part is unnecessary to elec-
exam1ple the relaxed lnormwalization (10) was ulsed, leading- to atrically connect the two lines and can be a potential source of simlica . uired computation
Signial Integrity problems. To mritigate tdese problems, the stubC:¢ * -: 7 time for this example was only 2 s. Also inn this case the mriodellenotgth can be aqjusted through backdrilliig. Our objective isc- p Xtll.$ JS tC> -v tl v roles ilre s[able. as showrl inl Fqi- 4.
to genmerate a mnacromnodel for the 2-port via structure preserving
the dependence on the free parameter h. Conclusions
2tn the linear case,n < t, ro (A) 0for AE [A. A] if aid only if ro(A) TIhis paper introduced somrie new developments aimried at
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Figure 2: Magnitude and phase of 5 of the via imiacroimiodel. Figure 3: Macromiodel of a spiral iniductor. Model responises
Raw frequency data (solid line) and model responses (dash dot (dash-dot lines) and raw data (solid liines) are compared for dif-
line) are depicted for h 0, 100, 200, 300. 40(0,418,478 496, feent combinations of w (3, 4, 6, 7 mils) and £ (40, 35 35
606. 716 tim.
150
paranmeter-dependent iniacroiuodels. 'T'lue theoretical forIImula- 100.
tionI arid the devised niunerical idenitificationi scheme have been *
demonistrated to be sound arid effective in modeling reai-world * .
interconnects and passive comrponernts. o0 _ . -_
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